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Disambiguation of overlapping events is thought to be the hallmark of episodic
memory. Recent rodent studies have reported that when navigating overlapping path
segments in the different routes place cell activity in the same overlapping path
segments were remapped according to different goal locations in different routes.
However, it is unknown how hippocampal neurons disambiguate reward delivery in
overlapping path segments in different routes. In the present study, we recorded
monkey hippocampal neurons during performance of three virtual navigation (VN)
tasks in which a monkey alternately navigated two different routes that included
overlapping path segments (common central hallway) and acquired rewards in the
same locations in overlapping path segments by manipulating a joystick. The results
indicated that out of 106 hippocampal neurons, 57 displayed place-related activity
(place-related neurons), and 18 neurons showed route-dependent activity in the
overlapping path segments, consistent with a hippocampal role in the disambiguation of
overlapping path segments. Moreover, 75 neurons showed neural correlates to reward
delivery (reward-related neurons), whereas 56 of these 75 reward-related neurons
showed route-dependent reward-related activity in the overlapping path segments.
The ensemble activity of reward-related neurons represented reward delivery, locations,
and routes in the overlapping path segments. In addition, ensemble activity patterns
of hippocampal neurons more distinctly represented overlapping path segments
than non-overlapping path segments. The present results provide neurophysiological
evidence of disambiguation in the monkey hippocampus, consistent with a hippocampal
role in episodic memory, and support a recent computational model of “neural
differentiation,” in which overlapping items are better represented by repeated retrieval
with competitive learning.

Keywords: hippocampus, place cells, navigation, overlapping, disambiguation, neural differentiation

INTRODUCTION

The hippocampal formation (HF) has been implicated in human episodic memory and spatial
navigation (Scoville and Milner, 1957; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991;
Tulving and Markowitsch, 1998; Burgess et al., 2002). Consistent with these roles of the HF,
neurophysiological studies have also reported that HF place cells code subject’s own position in
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a specific place of the environment that the rodents navigate
(O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; McNaughton et al., 1983; Muller
and Kubie, 1987; Eichenbaum et al., 1990). In monkeys, the
activity of place-related neurons in the HF increased when
the subjects navigated a particular location in a virtual or real
environmental space (Ono et al., 1993; Matsumura et al., 1999;
Ludvig et al., 2004; Hori et al., 2005; Furuya et al., 2014; Wirth
et al., 2017; Hazama and Tamura, 2019). This has also been
demonstrated in the human HF (Ekstrom et al., 2003; Miller
et al., 2013). It has been proposed that these place cells play an
important role in episodic memory (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978;
Eichenbaum, 2017).

The ability to distinguish overlapping items in time and
space is critical to episodic memory. Human fMRI studies have
reported that the HF encodes distinctly the same path segments
in different routes (Brown et al., 2010; Chanales et al., 2017). In
rodent studies, animals navigated different routes that shared a
common path segment, and some HF place cells fired differently
in this segment depending on the routes (Frank et al., 2000;
Wood et al., 2000; Ferbinteanu and Shapiro, 2003; Dayawansa
et al., 2006; Ainge et al., 2007, 2012; Grieves et al., 2016).
That is, the neurons differentially fired in the same position
depending on where the animal had come from or where it was
going (route-dependent activity). These results suggested that
the HF plays a role in prospective and retrospective coding in
episodic memory, in which a sequence of specific behaviors is
coded in association with spatial information (Catanese et al.,
2014). However, route-dependent neuronal activity in non-
human primates remains unknown.

Neuronal responses to rewards are another important factor
of episodic memory. A human fMRI study reported that reward
values associated with items affected the encoding of those
items in the HF (Kuhl et al., 2010). The HF receives reward-
related signals from dopaminergic, cholinergic, and amygdalar
neurons (Lisman and Grace, 2005; Terada et al., 2013; Teles-
Grilo Ruivo et al., 2017). Furthermore, the activity of rodent
and monkey HF neurons changed in response to reward delivery
or locations associated with reward (Rolls and Xiang, 2005; Ho
et al., 2008, 2011; Xia et al., 2017). A recent study using rodents
reported that some HF neurons specialized for encoding reward
location are active not only in one environment but also across
multiple environments (Gauthier and Tank, 2018). However, it is
unknown whether reward-related neurons are active in multiple
environments in primates. Furthermore, it is also unknown
how HF neurons disambiguate reward delivery in overlapping
situations in both rodents and primates.

Thus, two types of HF neurons, place cells coding subject’s
own positions and reward-related neurons (goal-directed cells)
coding locations of goals, are supposed to play an important
role in episodic memory as well as navigation to a goal in
rodent and bat HF (Burgess and O’Keefe, 1996; Poucet and Hok,
2017; Sarel et al., 2017). However, it is unknown how these
HF neurons contribute to disambiguation of routes and reward
delivery in primates.

We hypothesized that both of these types of HF neurons were
involved in disambiguation of routes and reward delivery in
monkeys, and that environments surrounding a maze could affect

responsiveness of reward-related neurons (i.e., different reward-
related neurons would respond in different environments) since a
previous study reported that monkey HF neurons were sensitive
to the surrounding environment of the maze (Hori et al.,
2005). In the present study, the monkeys navigated along a
figure 8-shaped track to acquire rewards in a virtual environment,
and we analyzed the HF neuronal activity while they passed the
overlapping segments and received the reward. We examined
whether population activity of place-related and reward-related
HF neurons in the overlapping path segments disambiguates
overlapping items (navigation and reward delivery in the same
path segment but in different routes), and as well as whether
reward-related activity across different environmental settings
could differentiate multiple environments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Two male adult Japanese monkey (Macaca fuscata), weighing 9.0
(monkey A), and 10.5 (monkey B) kg, respectively, were used in
the current experiment. The monkeys were housed individually
in the home cage and supplied with monkey rations ad libitum
and daily fruits or vegetables. Environmental enrichment, in the
form of toys, was provided daily. Although the animals were
deprived of water in the home cage, they were able to receive
liquid reward during the experimental session. Supplemental
water and vegetables were given after each day’s session. To
assess the monkey’s health, their weight was routinely monitored.
The experiment was conducted in strict compliance with the
United States Public Health Service Policy on Human Care
and Use of Laboratory Animals, the National Institutes of
Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and
the Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals
at the University of Toyama. The experimental protocol was
approved by the ethical committee for animal experiments in the
University of Toyama.

Experimental Apparatus
During the recording session, the animal was placed on a
restraining chair and had its head painlessly fixed with an acrylic
U-shaped frame that was surgically implanted into the monkey’s
skull, which worked as a movement restrainer (Ono et al.,
1993; Matsumura et al., 1999; Hori et al., 2005; Furuya et al.,
2014). The chair consisted of an acrylic box with wheels, in
which the monkey could be transferred from its home cage to
the experimental room. Inside this box, the monkey could sit
comfortably to perform the task. An infrared charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera for eye-movement monitoring was firmly
attached to the chair with a steel rod. During recording sessions,
the monkey’s eye position was monitored with 33 ms time
resolution using an eye-monitoring system (Matsuda, 1996). In
the experimental room, the chair was positioned 2.6 m away from
a wide projector panel, which was 1.5 m high × 1.9 m wide,
displaying 3D polarized images projected by an LCD projector
located behind and above the monkey (Figure 1A). The animal
was trained to perform the task by looking at the screen using
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic illustration of virtual navigation (VN) in monkeys. (A) Experimental set up. (B) Movable area. In the task, the subject was required to navigate
the movable area in a specific sequence. In the left route (blue arrows), the monkey was required to navigate, and visit the reward areas in the following order:
location sequence numbers 1–5. In the right route (red arrows), the monkey was required to navigate, and visit the reward areas in the following order: location
sequence numbers 5–9. The common central hallway (location sequence numbers 2–4 and 6–8) was overlapped by the two routes. (C) Spatial arrangement of the
three VN tasks used in the current study.

polarized lenses, attached to the outer part of the chair, i.e., as if
the monkey was wearing 3D polarized glasses. During the task,
the room lights were turned off and the animal had no view of
the experimenter.

A joystick was attached to the front wall of the chair. The
animal could acquire a liquid reward (i.e., sports drink) by
manipulating the joystick through a window in the chair. Liquid
delivery was controlled using an electromagnetic valve connected
to a tube projecting through the rear side of the monkey’s chair.
The monkey could not reach any object other than the joystick.

Behavioral Paradigms
The animals were first trained to perform a control virtual
navigation (VN) task, where they were required to navigate in a
3D environment by manipulating the joystick (Hori et al., 2005;
Furuya et al., 2014). For this task, a large 3D open-field space with
a 180-m diameter was created using a 3D software (EON Studio
ver. 2.5.2, EON Reality, United States) (Figure 1B). However, the

monkey could move only inside a limited 24-m diameter space
located in the center of the open-field, surrounded by a wall (with
a height of 0.5 m). This central part of the virtual space will
be henceforth referred to as the mobility area. The open field
contained five reward areas (with a diameter of 2.8 m) that were
placed in the center and apex of a diamond shape within the
mobility area (S, C, T, L, and R in Figure 1B). Extra-maze cues
(i.e., one tree, one hut, one building, and one flag) were located
2.0 m away from the wall outside the mobility area. Another
extra-maze reference points (i.e., three posters) were located on
the background, serving as the distal cues.

In this task, the animal was required to track the reward areas
in a specific order; (1) R→ S→ C→ T→ L (location sequence
from No. 1 to 5; left route), and (2) L → S → C → T → R
(location sequence from No. 5 to 9; right route) (Figure 1B). The
animal received a liquid reward immediately after entering each
reward area in the correct sequence; the monkey could obtain
a total of 8 rewards in each trial. No delay time before reward
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delivery was imposed in each reward area. Thus, the left and right
routes shared the same path segment (common central hallway).
The movements on the common central hallway were associated
with right and left turn at T-reward area, respectively. Each HF
neuron was tested with at least 7 trials.

One monkey (monkey A) was trained only with a control
environment (a control VN task). Spatial arrangement of the
distal cues in the control VN task is shown in Figure 1Ca.
To investigate reward-related activity in multiple environments
(see section “Introduction”), another monkey (monkey B) was
trained not only in the control VN task but also in two different
environments (rotated and no-flag VN tasks). In the rotated
VN task, the reward locations in the movable area and two
routes were rotated by 45◦ in the counter-clockwise direction
(Figure 1Cb). In the no-flag VN task, the spatial arrangement of
the distal cues was the same as that in the control VN task except
that the flag was eliminated (Figure 1Cc). The intra-maze cues
and routes were identical in all these different virtual spaces.

Training
Initially the monkeys were trained on a pointer translocation task
in which it learned to operate the joystick (Furuya et al., 2014).
First, they had to move a large pointer to two different reward
areas with a large size on the screen. Initially, only movements in
one dimension were allowed, under a virtual guide path making
impossible for the cursor to leave the horizontal or vertical axis.
As they became more skillful, the virtual guide was removed, the
size of the reward areas was gradually decreased and locations of
the reward areas moved apart from each other until the animal
developed the ability to control the joystick on every axis. It took
4 months for the monkeys to learn to move the joystick freely
in all directions without the cursor movement limitation. When
the monkeys could perform the cursor translocation task with a
criterion of 99% correct responses, they were moved to the next
level and training for the VN tasks began.

For the VN training, the animal had to get used to the VN
environment as well. In the first step of training the subject
manipulated a monkey avatar on the screen from a top down
view. Each day the camera angle and distance from the avatar was
decreased. At the end of the training the subject performed from
a first-person view in a real-world like perspective. The monkey
initially manipulated the joystick under physical limitations,
made with a metal plate below the joystick, which allowed three
movements simultaneously to the left, right and front only, so
the animal could learn that he must be facing the reward area
to acquire the reward. By moving the joystick to the front, the
monkey could move forward in the virtual space. By moving the
joystick to the right and left, the monkey could turn clockwise and
anti-clockwise in the virtual space, respectively. Both monkeys
were initially trained in the control VN task, and then monkey
B was further trained in the rotated and no-flag VN tasks.

Surgery
After the completion of the training period (approximately
1 year), the animal was implanted with a head movement
restrainer (U-shaped acrylic frame) on the skull (Hori et al.,
2005; Furuya et al., 2014). The surgical procedure was conducted

under aseptic conditions. The animal was anesthetized with a
combination of medetomidine hydrochloride (0.5 mg/kg, i.m.)
and ketamine hydrochloride (5.0 mg/kg, i.m.). The frame was
anchored with dental acrylic to tungsten bolts inserted in the
skull. During the surgery, heart, respiratory functions, and
rectal temperature were monitored (LifeScope14, Nihon Kohden,
Tokyo, Japan). A thermal blanket was used to maintain the
body temperature at 36 ± 0.5◦C. Antibiotics were administered
topically and systemically for 1 week to prevent infection. Two
weeks after the surgery, training was resumed with the subject’s
head fixed to the stereotaxic apparatus. Performance criterion
(95% correct ratio) was once again attained within 2 weeks.
A brain MRI was acquired and stereotaxic coordinates of the
target area were checked against the stereotaxic atlas (Kusama
and Mabuchi, 1970). Finally, the subject was again anesthetized
with ketamine hydrochloride (0.5 mg/kg, i.m.) and a hole was
opened in the animal’s skull above the target area, so that the
electrode could be inserted in the recording sessions.

Recording Procedures and Data
Acquisition
After the monkey was placed in the monkey chair, a quartz
insulated platinum tetrode (Thomas Recording GmbH, Giessen,
Germany; Z = 0.6–1.0 M� at 1000 Hz) was stereotaxically
inserted stepwise with a pulse motor-driven manipulator (SM-
21S, Narishige, Tokyo, Japan) into various parts of the HF.
In monkey A, neuronal activity was recorded from the left
HF while the monkey performed the control VN task. In
monkey B, neuronal activity was recorded from the right
HF while the monkey performed the three VN tasks. Data
on the analog signals of neuronal activities, triggers for the
liquid reward, X-Y coordinates of the monkey in the virtual
space, joystick positions, and eye position were digitized
and stored on a computer via a Multichannel Acquisition
Processor system (Plexon Inc., Dallas, TX, United States).
The amplified neuronal signals were digitized at a 40-kHz
sampling rate; 800-µs waveforms that crossed an experimenter-
defined threshold were stored on a computer hard disk for
offline spike sorting.

Unit Identification
The digitized waveforms of the isolated units were superimposed
to check for invariability during the recording sessions. The data
were then transferred to the analysis software NeuroExplorer
(Nex Technologies, Littleton, MA, United States). Recorded
waveforms were projected to a principal component subspace
using NDManager (Hazan et al., 2006)1 and semi-automatically
sorted into single units using KlustaKwik (Harris et al.,
2000)2 and Kluster (Hazan et al., 2006; see text footnote 1)
as outlined by previous studies (e.g., Maingret et al., 2016;
Patrono et al., 2017). Each cluster of neuronal spikes was
then assessed manually to ensure that the cluster boundaries
were well separated and that the waveform shapes were
consistent with action potentials. Further, an autocorrelogram

1http://neurosuite.sourceforge.net/
2http://klustakwik.sourceforge.net/
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was constructed for each isolated cluster. An absolute
refractory period of at least 1.0 ms was used to exclude
suspected multiple units.

Neural Correlates to Space
For the analysis of place fields, the mobility area in the VN tasks
was divided into 30 × 30 pixels grids. The mean firing rate for
each pixel was defined as the average number of spikes per second
for all visits to that pixel during VN. Then, a whole task mean
firing rate (M) for each VN task was calculated by averaging the
mean firing rate during the whole task duration. Finally, the firing
rate was smoothed using a Gaussian function according to a 3-
pixel radius. If the subject did not visit the same pixel for at least
300 ms during the task, those pixel data were not considered for
place field analysis.

Place fields in the VN tasks, which were defined as the
pixels in which the activities of the HF neurons increased, were
identified based on the mean firing rates (Furuya et al., 2014).
Only place fields that had at least one pixel with a mean firing
rate exceeding twice the mean firing rates and one adjacent pixel
with a mean firing rate exceeding 1.5-times the mean firing
rates were analyzed separately in each route in each VN task.
The place fields could be expanded through any edge shared
by two pixels meeting the criterion (>1.5-times the mean firing
rates). If one or more neighboring pixels satisfied the criterion,
the field was expanded to include those pixel(s). Each added
pixel was then tested for the presence of a neighboring pixel
that met the criterion. When no neighboring pixel satisfied the
criterion, the limit of the field was identified. The minimum
size for a place field was set at 9 pixels with a minimum of
three visits during the task. Place-related neurons in the VN
tasks were defined as neurons that displayed the place field(s),
as noted above, in the either left or right route, in at least one
of the three VN tasks. The definition of place field in reference
to the total mean firing rates was based on previous studies
(Muller et al., 1987; Kobayashi et al., 1997; Matsumura et al.,
1999; Harvey et al., 2009). The monkey’s trajectory was divided
into two routes as follows: the left and right routes. To make
sure the place field(s) located in the transition between the two
routes were detected, there was a 1-s overlap between the left
and right routes: the initial 1-s data of the right route included
the last 1-s of the left route before entering the left reward
area, while the initial 1-s data of the left route included the
last 1-s of the right route before entering the right reward area.
Place fields were separately analyzed using data in each route.
The firing rate maps of either the left or right route in the
control VN task were used as the control. The firing rate maps
in the other tasks were also constructed separately for the left
and right routes.

To analyze effects of different routes on place-related
activity in the same path segment, the common central
hallway between the two reward locations (C and T) was
divided into three zones (i.e., zones 1, 2, and 3). Neural
activity in the common central hallway was analyzed using
a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with zone and
route as factors. Neurons that displayed a significant main
effect of route (p < 0.05) and/or a significant interaction

between zone and route (p < 0.05) were defined as route-
dependent neurons.

Neural Correlates to Reward Delivery
Mean firing rates around reward delivery were analyzed using
one-way and three-way ANOVAs to examine whether reward
influenced the activity of the HF neurons. A one-way ANOVA
using peri-event histograms constructed during a period of 4 s
(2 s before and 2 s after reward delivery) in successive 1-s bins
in each reward area, was used to estimate the neural responses
to rewards. Reward-related neurons were defined as such if they
showed a significant main effect at least at one of the reward areas
in either the left or right route.

To examine the effects of routes on responses to reward
delivery in the common central hallway, the firing rates were
analyzed using a three-way ANOVA with reward area (T vs. C vs.
S), period (two 1-s periods before and after reward delivery), and
route (left vs. right route) as factors. The responses to rewards
were considered to be modulated by routes (route-dependent
reward-related neurons) if a significant main effect of route
and/or significant interactions between reward area and route,
period and route, or reward area, route, and period were observed
(p < 0.05). For the neurons with significant interaction(s),
simple main effects were used as a post hoc test to analyze
firing rates (p < 0.05) in each specific condition depending on
the interaction.

In the present study, the path segment to the T-reward
area overlapped in the left and right routes (overlapping path
condition), whereas the path segments to L- and R-reward areas
did not overlap (non-overlapping path condition). Previous fMRI
studies reported that overlapping items were more distinctly
represented than non-overlapping items in the human HF
(Chanales et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2017). If pre-reward activity
carries route information, we hypothesized that representation
of the six path segments by ensemble pre-reward activity in
the left and right routes across the three VN tasks would
be more distinct in the overlapping, rather than the non-
overlapping, path condition. To test this hypothesis, the mean
correlation among population vectors consisting of ensemble
pre-reward neuronal activity in the six path segments in
the overlapping path condition was compared to that in
the non-overlapping path condition (paired t-test, p < 0.05).
Each pre-reward activity was normalized by mean firing rate
in each VN task.

The 54 reward-related neurons were tested with the all three
VN tasks, and these neurons responded different reward areas in
the different VN tasks (see section “Results”). To analyze how
these neurons remapped to different reward areas across the
tasks, we analyzed the correlation of reward-related responses
between two different tasks. There were 10 reward areas in the
two routes in each task. In a given reward-related neuron, firing
rates in the four 1-s bins around reward delivery was calculated in
each reward area in each task. Then, correlation of reward-related
responses across the 10 reward areas between given two tasks was
computed in each reward-related neuron.

To analyze the spatial distribution of locations where activity
of reward-related and place-related neurons increased, averaged
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firing rates maps were separately created in place- and reward-
related neurons in the control VN task. First, firing rates
in each pixel were normalized by scaling the minimum and
maximum values to 0 and 1, respectively, (min-max feature
scaling normalization) in each neuron (Munn and Bilkey, 2012;
Royer et al., 2012). Then, averaged firing rate maps of place- and
reward-related neurons were created separately.

Bayesian Decoding
We used Bayesian decoding to check whether the population
activity of route-dependent neurons in the central common
hallway can predict the direction of the turn (i.e., route) (Zhang
et al., 1998; Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009). The Bayesian decoding
method computes the posterior probability of the turn direction
D given spike counts S, p(D| S). The prediction by the decoder
for given spike counts S is defined as the D maximizing p(D| S).
The input data of Bayesian decoding were derived from the route
coding neurons with significant route effects using a two-way
ANOVA. We used route-dependent neurons that were tested in
more than 10 trials for each route (n = 7) in the control VN task.

To test prediction accuracy of the decoder, we used “leave-
one-out” validation, which allows to efficiently create the decoder
and test with a small number of trials as small as 6 trials (Bower
et al., 2005; Quiroga et al., 2007; Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009).
To validate the decoder, data used for optimizing the decoder
(training data) and evaluating the performance (test data) were
separated to prevent an artificially high performance. In the
“leave-one-out” validation, all data, except those from one trial,
were used for training [i.e., optimizing p (D| S)]; the prediction
was tested for the remaining trial. The process was repeated to
calculate the prediction of all trials. Further, the percentage of
correct predictions was calculated as the prediction accuracy.
This process ensured that the largest possible number of trials
could be utilized to train and test the decoder.

To test whether prediction accuracy was significantly larger
than chance level, a “bootstrap” procedure was used to estimate
the chance distribution (Bower et al., 2005). In this procedure, the
direction memberships of each population neural activity were
randomized, and the prediction accuracy was calculated. The
chance distribution of the accuracy was obtained by repeating
this process 10,000 times. In addition to route decoding, data
matrix of mean firing rates in the three zones between T and C
reward areas (zones 1, 2, and 3) were similarly submitted to zone
decoding in each route.

We also examined whether responses to reward delivery in
the common central hallway would include route information
as well as temporal information of reward delivery. To decode
this information from reward responses, HF neurons that had
significant reward responses (p< 0.05, one-way ANOVA), at least
at the T and/or C reward areas, in either routes were identified.
Mean firing rates of these neurons, which showed not only
significant reward responses at the T-reward area (p < 0.05, one-
way ANOVA) but also significant activity changes during the pre-
reward period (i.e., during the 2 s before reward delivery) from
the mean firing rates (p < 0.05, one sample t-test), during the 2-s
period before reward delivery at the T reward area in both routes
were submitted to route decoding. In the same way, mean firing

rates of the neurons, which showed not only significant reward
responses at the C-reward area (p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA) but
also significant activity changes during the post-reward period
(i.e., during the 2 s after reward delivery) from the mean firing
rates (p < 0.05, one sample t-test), during the 2-s period after
reward delivery at C reward area in both routes were submitted to
route decoding. Further, mean firing rates during the 2-s period
before and after reward delivery at the T and C reward areas in
both routes were separately submitted to temporal decoding of
reward delivery in the same way.

Neural Correlates to Saccades
Instantaneous speeds of eye movements were calculated
from the X-Y positions of the eye. The rapid onset of
eye movements, which were defined as an eye movement
amplitude exceeding the experimenter-defined threshold
(i.e., 0.3 mm/s), were identified. The minimum interval
between two saccades was set at 100 ms; all eye movements
within 100 ms from preceding saccades were ignored. The
effect of saccades on HF neuronal activity within place
fields were analyzed by creating peri-event histograms
around saccade onsets. The significance of the saccade
modulation was determined by comparing the neuronal
activity between the 125-ms pre- and post-periods using a
t-test (p < 0.05). Of 57 place-related neurons, one neuron
displayed significant correlations to saccades inside place fields
(Supplementary Figure 1).

A previous study reported vicarious trial and error (VTE)-like
behaviors around a choice point in rodents (Johnson et al., 2007).
To investigate possible VTE-like eye movements, we analyzed
number of saccades around zones 3 and 2 before the choice point
(T reward area) in each recording session for each task; number
of saccades during 1 s just before reward delivery at T reward area
(1 s from −1 to 0 s before the reward delivery at T reward area)
was compared with that during a control period for 1 s from −2
to −1 s before reward delivery at T reward area (p < 0.05, two
sample t-test). The results indicated that, only in four sessions
out of a total of 66 sessions, there were significant differences in
number of saccades between the 2 periods (p < 0.05). A previous
study reported that VTE can be observed during the learning
and early exposure to a task (Johnson et al., 2007), and this
lack of VTE-like eye movements in the present study might
be ascribed to the fact that the tasks were highly familiar to
the monkeys since the monkeys were repeatedly trained until
the correct response rate exceeded 99% in the present study.
Although four neurons were found during these four sessions
with significant differences in number of saccades, these four
neurons showed no reward-related nor place-related responses
before or in the choice point.

Stereotaxic Localization of the
Recording Sites
Before the start of each recording session, a three-dimensional
magnetic resonance imaging (3-D MRI) scan of the
monkey’s head was performed (Hori et al., 2005). The
locations of HF neurons were based on the zero coordinates
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defined in the stereotaxic atlas of the Macaca fuscata brain
(Kusama and Mabuchi, 1970).

RESULTS

HF Place-Related Activity
A total of 106 neurons were recorded from the left and right HF.
Figure 2 shows an example of the raw signal of a HF neuron.
Typical waveforms, which were simultaneously recorded from
the same tetrode (EL 1–4), of two HF neurons (N1 and N2)
are shown in Figure 2A. Figure 2B displays the results of spike
sorting using offline cluster cutting of neuronal activities shown
in Figure 2A. Each dot represents one spike. Two clusters of dots,
which are indicated by different colors, were recognized. The
autocorrelograms of these neurons indicated that their refractory
periods were more than 1 ms, which suggests that these spikes
were recorded from single neurons (Figure 2C).

Of the 106 neurons recorded, 57 (53.8%) neurons displayed
place field(s) in at least one of three VN tasks (place-related
neurons) (Table 1). Figure 3 shows an example of a HF place-
related neuron. The activity of the neuron increased around
reward areas (Figure 3Aa). Place field analysis in the separate
routes indicated place fields around the R-reward area in the left
route (Figure 3Ab) and the C- and L-reward areas in the right
route (Figure 3Ac). Moreover, this neuron demonstrated route-
dependent activity. It displayed a place field in zone 1 in the
common central hallway in the right route (Figure 3Ac), while
no place field was recognized in the corresponding area in the
left route (Figure 3Ab). Figure 3B shows mean firing rates in
the three zones of the left and right routes. A two-way ANOVA
indicated that there was a significant interaction between route
and zone in the common straight path segment [F(2,55) = 6.8263,
p = 0.0220]. Post hoc comparisons indicated that activity in the
zone 1 of the right route was significantly larger than that in
the left route (Bonferroni test, p < 0.05). Another example of
a route-dependent activity is shown in Figure 4. A two-way
ANOVA indicated that there was a significant effect of route
[F(1,61) = 1.5033, p = 0.0029]. A total of 18 neurons displayed
similar route-dependent activity in the common central hallway
between the C and T reward areas (Table 1).

In the control VN task, there were seven neurons that were
tested in more than 10 trials in each route, which showed
route-dependent activity in the common central hallway. When
the mean firing rates in the three zones (zones 1–3) were
used for route decoding, the ensemble activity of these seven
neurons significantly predicted route (p < 0.05) (Figure 5Aa).
The ensemble activity of these seven neurons also significantly
predicted route when the data were confined to those in zone
3 (Figure 5Ab). However, neither the ensemble data in zone
1 (p > 0.05) nor those in zone 2 (p > 0.05) significantly
predicted the route (Figures 5Ac,d). Moreover, ensemble activity
of these seven neurons significantly predicted zone (p < 0.05)
when mean firing rates in the three zones of the left route were
submitted to zone decoding (Figure 5Ba). When the mean firing
rates in the three zones of the right route were submitted to
zone decoding, the ensemble activity of these seven neurons
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FIGURE 2 | An example of an offline spike sorting. (A) Waveforms
(mean ± standard deviation, indicated by solid and dotted lines, respectively)
recorded from four electrodes (tetrode; EL 1–4). The N1 (red) and N2 (blue)
waveforms correspond to two individual neurons, identified by offline spike
sorting in B. (B) Results of offline spike sorting. Each axis represents a
principle component (PC1-3). Each dot represents one neuronal spike.
Semi-automatic spike sorting resulted in two clusters of neuronal signals (red
and blue dots, corresponding to N1 and N2 in A, respectively). Gray dots
represent unsorted spikes. (C) Autocorrelograms of the neurons. Bin
width = 1 ms. Ordinates indicate probability, where bin counts were divided by
the number of spikes in the spike train.

TABLE 1 | Classification and number of hippocampal (HF) neuronal activity.

Total Control Rotated No-flag

Tested neurons 106 106 57 57

Place-related 57 43 26 25

Route-dependent 18 12 5 1

Reward-related 75 65 35 39

Route-dependent reward-related 56 47 24 24

Control, control virtual navigation (VN) task; Rotated, rotated VN task; No-flag, no-
flag VN task.

significantly predicted zone (p < 0.01) (Figure 5Bb). These
results indicated that ensemble activity of the route-dependent
neurons in the common central hallway conveyed route and zone
information. We also submitted all the neurons which were tested
in more than 10 trials, regardless of response types (n = 57),
to route decoding analyses, but no ensemble data predicted the
route (data not shown).
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FIGURE 3 | An example of a route-dependent place-related neuron in the VN
task. (A) Firing rate maps. Place fields were identified near the R-reward area
in the left route (b), and near the L- and C-reward areas in the right route (c).
Trajectories of the monkey are indicated by thin lines on the firing rate maps.
The place fields are marked using thick lines. (B) Comparison of mean firing
rates in the three zones (1–3) in the left and right routes. ∗p < 0.05.

Neural Correlates to Reward Delivery
The 57 place-related neurons displayed place field(s) in various
area(s), some of which overlapped the reward areas in 36 place-
related neurons. Regardless of place field(s), however, the activity
of 75 neurons were modulated by reward delivery, in at least
one of reward areas (reward-related neurons), in at least one of
the three VN tasks (Table 1). These 75 neurons showed reward
responses in some but not in all reward areas. In fact, there
were no neuron that showed reward-related responses in every
reward areas. Moreover, reward-related activity of 56 neurons
in the common central hallway was modulated by route (route-
dependent reward-related neurons) (Table 1). Figure 6 shows an
example of a route-dependent reward-related HF neuron in the

Left route Right route

0.5

**

1

2

3

FIGURE 4 | Another example of a route-dependent neuron in the VN task.
Red dots on trails indicate neuronal spikes. Left and right histograms indicate
mean firing rates in the three zones in the common central hallway (1–3) in the
left and right routes, respectively. Calibration in the right bar indicates 0.5
spikes/s. ∗∗p < 0.01.

FIGURE 5 | Bayesian decoding of overlapping path segments from ensemble
place-related activity. (A) Route decoding from place-related activity in zones
1–3 (a), zone 3 (b), zone 1 (c), and zone 2 (d). (B) Zone decoding from
place-related activity in the left (a) and right (b) routes. The arrow in each
histogram indicates the actual prediction accuracy, while the histogram
indicates the chance level distribution obtained using the “bootstrap”
procedure (10,000 repetitions). The p-value for each prediction accuracy was
calculated as the ratio of the count of the values ≥ the actual prediction
accuracy in the chance.

common central hallway. A three-way ANOVA indicated that
there was a significant interaction among route, reward area, and
period [F(6,218) = 2.4098, p = 0.0283].
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FIGURE 6 | An example of a route-dependent reward-related neuron in the VN task. (A) Schematic illustration of the left and right routes in the common central
hallway. (B,C) Three peri-event time histograms and raster plots around reward delivery at the T-, C-, and S-reward areas in the left (B) and right (C) routes. Gray
lines indicate reward delivery.

We hypothesized that responses to reward delivery would
include route and temporal information. In the T-reward area
in the control VN task, there were eight neurons that showed
significant reward modulation (p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA) and
significant activity changes during the pre-reward period (i.e.,
during the 2 s before reward delivery) from the mean firing rates
(p < 0.05, one sample t-test). The ensemble activity of these
eight neurons in the pre-reward period in the T-reward area was
submitted to route decoding (Figure 7A). The results indicated
that ensemble activity of these eight reward-related neurons with
pre-reward responses significantly predicted route before reward
delivery (p < 0.05). We also analyzed activity of reward-related
neurons in the C-reward area in the same way, and there were
five reward-related neurons with post-reward responses in the
C-reward area in the control VN task. However, ensemble data in
the post-reward period in the C-reward area did not significantly
predict route (p > 0.05) (Figure 7B). In the other VN tasks, the
ensemble data in the T-reward area tended to predict route in the
rotated VN task (p < 0.1) and significantly predicted route in the
no-flag VN task (p < 0.01).

Moreover, ensemble activity of the reward-related neurons
predicted reward delivery at the T- and C-reward areas
(Figure 8). The ensemble activity of 25 neurons, which showed

reward-related activity at the T-reward-area in the left route
(p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA), significantly predicted reward
delivery (p < 0.0001) when mean firing rates during the 2-s
periods before and after reward delivery in the T-reward area of
the left route were submitted to temporal decoding in the control
VN task (Figure 8A). In the same way, the ensemble activity of 14
neurons, which showed reward-related activity at the C-reward-
area in the left route (p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA), significantly
predicted reward delivery at the C-reward area in the left route
(p < 0.0001) (Figure 8B) and T- and C-reward areas in the
right route (p < 0.0001, 0.01, respectively) (Figures 8C,D). In the
rotated and no-flag VN tasks, the decoding analyses of temporal
relations showed comparative results (data not shown).

Previous fMRI studies have reported that overlapping items
were more distinctly represented than non-overlapping items in
the human HF (Chanales et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2017). In the
present study, the path segment to the T-reward area overlapped
in the left and right routes (overlapping path condition), whereas
the path segments to L- and R-reward areas did not overlap
(non-overlapping path condition) (Figure 9A). The above results
suggest that pre-reward activity carries route information, which
further suggest that the representation of the six path segments
by ensemble pre-reward activity in the left and right routes across
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FIGURE 7 | Bayesian decoding of overlapping path segments from
reward-related activity in the control VN task. (A) Route decoding from
pre-reward activity before reward delivery at the T-reward area. (B) Route
decoding from post-reward activity after reward delivery at the C-reward area.
The arrow in each histogram indicates the actual prediction accuracy, while
the histogram indicates the chance level distribution obtained using the
“bootstrap” procedure (10,000 repetitions). The p-value for each prediction
accuracy was calculated as the ratio of the count of the values ≥ the actual
prediction accuracy in the chance.

the three VN tasks would be more distinct in the overlapping path
condition than the non-overlapping path condition. A total of 16
neurons showed reward correlates in the T-reward area in one of
the three VN tasks at least, whereas 20 neurons showed reward
correlates in the L- and/or R-reward areas in one of the three VN
tasks at least. The mean correlation among population vectors
consisting of these 16 and 20 neuronal activities are shown in
Figure 9B. The mean correlation was significantly smaller in the
overlapping path condition than in the non-overlapping path
condition (paired t-test, p < 0.05).

A recent rodent study has reported that some HF neurons
specialized for encoding reward location are active not only
in one environment but also across multiple environments
(Gauthier and Tank, 2018). In the present study, 54 out of 57
HF neurons tested with the all three VN tasks showed reward-
related responses in at least one of the three VN tasks. Of these
54 reward-related neurons, 15 (27.8%) neurons showed reward-
related responses only one of the three VN tasks while 39 (72.2%)
neurons showed reward-related responses in the multiple VN
tasks. Across the different VN tasks, 23 of these 39 reward-related
neurons were active in some of the same (but not all) reward areas
while the remaining 16 neurons were active in different reward
areas. Thus, no reward-related neurons showed identical reward-
related responses across the 3 tasks. Consistently, correlation of
reward-related responses across 10 reward areas in the two routes
between the given two mazes was low: correlation between the

control and no-flag VN tasks, 0.061± 0.023; correlation between
the control and rotated VN tasks, 0.082 ± 0.022; correlation
between the no-flag and rotated VN tasks, 0.108 ± 0.018. These
findings indicate that the reward-related neurons remapped to
different reward areas across the different VN tasks.

Relationships Between Place-Related
and Reward-Related Responses
Out of 57 place-related neurons, 49 showed reward-related
responses in certain reward areas. Out of 75 reward-related
neurons, 49 showed place-related responses in certain areas.
Figure 10 shows averaged firing rate maps of place-related and
reward-related neurons in the control VN task. When the data of
the all place-related (n = 43) and reward-related (n = 65) neurons
were analyzed (Figure 10A), activity of the neurons was increased
around the T and S reward areas in both place-related and
reward-related neurons. The firing rate maps of these two types
of HF neurons were highly correlated (r = 0.872). There were
12 place-related neurons without reward-related responses and
34 reward-related neurons without place-related responses in the
control VN task. When the data analyses were confined to these
specific types of the HF neurons (Figure 10B), the averaged firing
rate maps showed similar trends in the place-related neurons
without reward-related neurons (Figure 10Ba) and reward-
related neurons without place-related neurons (Figure 10Bb).
The firing rate maps of these two types of HF neurons still showed
high spatial correlation (r = 0.659).

Recording Sites
Figure 11 shows the recording sites in the HF indicated by red
dots. A total of 125 penetrations were performed in both sides
of HF, and 49 neurons were recorded in the left HF (monkey
A) while 57 neurons, in the right HF (monkey B) (indicated
by red dots). In both sides of the HF, comparative numbers of
place-related neurons (left HF, n = 16; right HF, n = 25) and
reward-related neurons (left HF, n = 26; right HF, n = 31) were
found in the control VN task. Statistical analyses indicated that
there were no significant differences in ratios of place-related and
reward-related neurons between the left and right HF (p > 0.05
for both place-related and reward-related neurons, Fisher’s exact
test). Based on the stereotaxic atlas of the monkey brain (Kusama
and Mabuchi, 1970), these recording sites correspond to CA1 and
CA3 subfields, and dentate gyrus in both right and left HF. These
results indicated that the data were comparable between the left
and right sides of the HF.

DISCUSSION

Place-Related Activity in the HF
In the present study, consistent with previous studies in human
and non-human primates (Ono et al., 1993; Nishijo et al.,
1997; Matsumura et al., 1999; Ekstrom et al., 2003; Hori et al.,
2005; Miller et al., 2013; Furuya et al., 2014), place-related
activity was observed in the monkey HF. Further, a total
of 18 HF neurons displayed activity in the common central
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hallway, which was modulated by route. The decoding results
suggest that the ensemble activity of these neurons carries
information of route and monkey’s location in the three zones.
During navigation in the common central hallway before turning
(path segment between T- and C-reward areas), the monkey
always faced the same visual cues, suggesting that this route-
dependent activity was not ascribed to view differences of the
monkey but to the routes. Consistent with previous rodent
studies in which animals navigated the same path segment in
specific direction(s) in different routes (Frank et al., 2000; Wood
et al., 2000; Ferbinteanu and Shapiro, 2003; Dayawansa et al.,
2006), the current study provided evidence that the activity
of primate HF neurons is also route-dependent. A previous
study on monkeys reported that place fields of place-related
neurons were dependent on the size of virtual spaces (Furuya
et al., 2014), consistent with a rodent study (O’Keefe and
Burgess, 1996). Furthermore, a recent neurophysiological study
in monkeys reported a similar type of HF neurons that responded
differently when the subject rotated to the same direction in
the same position but in different action contexts (Wirth et al.,
2017), indicating the context-dependency in this HF neuronal
responses. These findings extend previous findings in rodents by
demonstrating the disambiguation of overlapping path segments
in non-human primates.

In a previous study in rats, 10 (43.4%) of 23 route-dependent
place-differential neurons still showed route-dependent place
responses while animals were passively dislocated without
locomotion, while the rest of these neurons were sensitive to
locomotion (Dayawansa et al., 2006). Since the activity of the

18 neurons was dependent on the routes in the VN without
locomotion in this study, it is suggested that such neurons in
primates and rodents might code visual information (e.g., optic
flow and landmarks) to form route-dependent activity.

Human fMRI studies reported that the HF is important and
active when subjects navigate overlapping path segments in a
virtual space (Brown et al., 2010; Chanales et al., 2017). The
present decoding results indicated that route coding was more
evident in zone 3 near the bifurcation point than in zones 1
and 2. This suggests that ensemble HF neuronal activity in
zone 3 carries important information to reach reward goals (L-
and R-reward areas). Rodent studies reported that ensemble
activity near choice points carried prospective information to
reach goals (Johnson and Redish, 2007; Catanese et al., 2014),
but such activity was less observable in the same location when
discrimination of route was not required (Griffin et al., 2012).
Consistent with the results of the present study and previous
rodent studies, a computational study also suggested that episodic
memory regarding routes is used to navigate by cueing retrieval
at the choice point (Zilli and Hasselmo, 2008). These findings
suggest that route-dependent activity in zone 3 might be involved
in future behavioral decision, and that disambiguation of the
same path segment in the same environment is a hallmark
of the HF in episodic memory (Griffin and Hallock, 2013;
Eichenbaum, 2017).

Reward-Related Activities
In the present study, 75 neurons showed neural correlates to
reward delivery (reward-related neurons in Table 1), which
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FIGURE 9 | Representation of the overlapping and non-overlapping path
segments by pre-reward activity of the reward-related neurons across the VN
tasks. (A) Schematic illustration of overlapping and non-overlapping path
conditions in the three VN tasks. (B) Comparison of mean correlation
coefficients across the six path segments between the overlapping and
non-overlapping path conditions. ∗p < 0.05.

was consistent with previous studies suggesting that reward is
one of the important determinants of the neuronal activities
in the monkey HF (Ono et al., 1993; Rolls and Xiang,
2005). Furthermore, the averaged firing rate maps indicated
that place-related neurons without reward-related responses
showed activity increases around reward areas similar to those
in the reward-related neurons. Such accumulation of place
fields around the goal (reward) areas has been reported in
rodents as well (Hollup et al., 2001; Kobayashi et al., 2003;
Hok et al., 2007). A similar phenomenon was observed in
the current study; about 30% (36/106) of the HF neurons
displayed their place fields overlapping with the reward (goal)
areas, which was comparative to previous studies (Hollup
et al., 2001; Kobayashi et al., 2003; Hok et al., 2007).
The HF is implicated in reward-related functions, including
place-reward association, conditioned place preference, and
reinforcement learning (Hampton et al., 2004; Rolls and
Xiang, 2005; Ito et al., 2008; Ho et al., 2011; Davidow
et al., 2016), which might be a neural basis of drug
addiction (Trouche et al., 2016; Xia et al., 2017). Neurons
in the HF with goal (reward)-directed activity project to the
nucleus accumbens, which plays a role in motivation and
reward processing (Ciocchi et al., 2015), and reward-induced
synchronization of neuronal activity between the HF and
nucleus accumbens (Tabuchi et al., 2000). This HF-accumbal

A All neurons

B Specific neurons

a. Place-related b. Reward-related

a. Place-related only b. Reward-related only

1

0

FIGURE 10 | Averaged firing rate maps of the place- and reward-related
neurons in the control VN task. (A) Averaged firing rate maps of the
place-related (n = 43) (a) and reward-related (n = 65) (b) neurons when the all
neurons in each category were analyzed. (B) Averaged firing rate maps of the
place-related neurons without reward-related responses (n = 12) (a) and
reward-related neurons without place-related responses (n = 34) (b).

AP 13 AP 14
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FIGURE 11 | Recording sites in the hippocampal formation (HF). A total of
125 penetrations were performed in the HF. Red dots indicate recording sites
of HF neurons. R, right hemisphere; L, left hemisphere.

connection has also been implicated in reward memory in
humans (Davidow et al., 2016).

The current study also indicated that HF neural correlates
to reward delivery was route-dependent in the common central
hallway. During the VN tasks, all reward (goal) areas provided
the animals with a reward if the animals visited them in
the correct order. This suggests that the association between
reward (or reward expectation) and specific places in space
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could be the cause of the observed goal responses (Hölscher
et al., 2003; Hok et al., 2005). Therefore, we postulated that HF
neuronal activity around reward delivery would carry spatial
information required for the navigation in the overlapping
path segment in the same environment. Consistent with our
hypothesis, route information was decoded from ensemble
neuronal activity before reward delivery at the T-reward area.
Further, the decoding analysis suggests that ensemble activity
in each route carries temporal information of reward delivery.
Reward delivery (i.e., reward outcome) is one of the important
factors in episodic memory (Mason et al., 2017); it modulates
HF neuronal activity (Lee et al., 2012; Tryon et al., 2017;
Boccara et al., 2019). These findings suggest that the HF
plays an important role in disambiguation of overlapping
action (navigation)-reward outcome association. Furthermore,
about 30% of reward-related neurons showed reward-related
responses in only one of the three VN tasks while about
70% of reward-related neurons showed reward-related responses
in the multiple tasks. The former type of the reward-related
neurons might code task (context)-specific information of
reward areas, while the latter type might simply code reward
events (Gauthier and Tank, 2018). In spite of the remap to
new reward areas across the different VN tasks in reward-
related neurons, activity of these neurons predicted routes
and reward delivery. Taken together, these results suggest that
HF neuronal activity carries multiple information, including
route, outcome (reward delivery), and context information. The
present results extend the role of the HF to disambiguation
of reward outcome, consistent with the role the HF in
episodic memory.

Consistent with the present decoding findings suggesting
that route-dependent reward-related neurons contribute to
navigation, activity of reward-related neurons was reported
to be correlated to spatial memory performance in rodents
(Dupret et al., 2010). This may suggest that the relatively
small number of route-dependent neurons compared with
reward-related neurons in the present study might be ascribed
to the task design. This may also explain the insignificant
results in the decoding analysis using whole sample neurons.
In many previous studies in rodents, the reward was provided
at the end of a trajectory, while in this study, the entire
path could be segmented by each reward areas along the
route. Thus, the route-dependent reward-related neurons
could provide sufficient information for navigation to a
next reward area in the present study, and consequently
information from route-dependent (reward non-related)
neurons might not be fully required for navigation in such
a path segment. The present results are consistent with
a previous study (Bower et al., 2005), in which rats were
trained to trace reward areas in sequence and route-dependent
activity was not evident compared with the other rodent
studies (see section “Introduction”). However, route-dependent
(reward non-related) place cells might be required to correctly
navigate an overlapping path segment that is not segmented
by reward areas (e.g., Wood et al., 2000). In such cases,
combination of route-dependent place cells and a set of goal
cells might code a specific route to that final destination

(Burgess and O’Keefe, 1996). Monkey HF neurons were
sensitive to multiple variables (Wirth et al., 2017), with neurons
encoding egocentric and allocentric references in relation
to the surrounding environment. The present findings add
reward as another encoded factor when it has relevance for
spatial navigation (as a waypoint). Consistently, the place-
related neurons without reward-related responses also showed
similar activity increases around the reward areas as did the
reward-related neurons.

In addition, representation of the six path segments by
ensemble pre-reward activity were more distinct in the
overlapping path condition (pre-reward activity in the
common path segments from the C to T reward areas)
than in the non-overlapping path condition (pre-reward
activity in path segments from the T to L or R reward
areas) (Figure 9). These results also corroborate with a
previous human fMRI study, in which overlapping path
segments or objects were more distinctly represented than
non-overlapping path segments or objects (Hulbert and
Norman, 2015; Chanales et al., 2017). In a computational
model, known as “neural differentiation,” neuronal ensembles
representing overlapping events (or items) become differentiated
(separate neural ensembles) by competition due to repeated
retrieval (Hulbert and Norman, 2015). The present results
provide novel neurophysiological evidence supporting
neural differentiation.

CONCLUSION

The HF is implicated in disambiguation of overlapping spaces
in rodents (Frank et al., 2000; Wood et al., 2000; Ferbinteanu
and Shapiro, 2003; Dayawansa et al., 2006; Ainge et al., 2007;
Grieves et al., 2016). Here we demonstrated this role in
monkeys, by recording HF neuronal activity, while animals
navigated Figure 8 pathways, including an overlapping common
central hallway in a virtual space to acquire rewards. Route-
dependent neural activity was observed in 18 neurons, with
decoding data suggesting that the ensemble activity of these
neurons carries information about route and the monkey’s
location in the three zones of the common central hallway.
Moreover, this role in disambiguation was observed to extend
to reward acquisition, with 56 neurons showing route-dependent
reward-related activity. Decoding data suggest that the ensemble
activity of these neurons also carries information on route
and reward delivery (outcome). Understanding the relations
between memory, navigation, and reward may bring new
insights into the role of the HF in addiction (Trouche
et al., 2016; Xia et al., 2017) and motivation (Kennedy and
Shapiro, 2009; Lebreton et al., 2013). Moreover, overlapping
reward areas were more distinctly represented than the non-
overlapping ones. These findings suggest an impact of reward
on HF coding of overlapping items. Consistent with the
present idea, overlapping stimuli associated with high rewards
were less susceptible to interference, being associated with
increased HF activity (Kuhl et al., 2010). Taken together, the
present results may provide neural evidence that disambiguation
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of overlapping items is organized based on neural differentiation
(Hulbert and Norman, 2015) in the non-human primate HF.
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